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Neural networks have received a lot of attention recently
for their success in pattern classification, leading to systems
capable to recognise objects in images and video streams,
or to understand speech. However, application of neural
networks to represent and eventually learn actions and action
plans, required in robotics, is not straight-forward, since
common structure among actions is rather abstract (e.g.,
the roles of subject and object in an action), while on the
level of appearance, even actions from the same class might
differ considerably. Consequently, more structure needs to be
imposed on a neuronal network in order to realise a neuronal
action representing system.
In our previous work, we have explored neural-dynamic
framework in the domain of representing and learning actions
and action sequences. In this paper, we combine this neuraldynamic framework with efficient on-sensor processing to
achieve real-time performance, which will help to scale-up
the framework to real-world scenarios.
The neural-dynamic framework uses dynamic neural fields
(DNFs) [9] to represent each action as a tuple of intention
and condition of satisfaction (CoS) neural fields. Both intention and CoS neural fields are coupled to sensors and
motors of the robotic agent: activation of the intention of
an elementary behavior (EB) leads to initiation of an action
by shaping an attractor for the motor dynamics, whereas
CoS is activated by sensory input that signals the successful
accomplishment of the action.
In our previous work, we have demonstrated how such
EB-modules can be used to generate flexible – i.e. adaptive
to changing environmental situations – sequences of objectdirected actions [8]. We have demonstrated how such sequences can have hierarchical structure [3], how planning
[1], reinforcement learning [4], and action parsing [5] can be
realised in this architecture. Moreover, the same framework
has been used in a system, capable to generate spatial
language descriptions of a scene [7].
All these examples used either very simplified robotic
settings or simulations to demonstrate functionality of the
system. Here, we present our first steps towards scaling-up
this method to real-time processing by using a focal-plane
processor of a smart camera SCAMP-5 [2]. On SCAMP, each
pixel is able to perform simple “arithmetic” operations on a
local analog processor. All processors operate simultaneously
on the data captured at each pixel. Along with a resistive
network for direct communication with neighbouring pixels,
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Fig. 1. Left: DNF implemented on SCAMP [6]. Right: Neural-dynamic
architecture for action parsing, recognising an action ”reach for green object”. CoF: condition of failure, CoI: condition of initiation, CoS: condition
of success; lines show activation of the respective neuronal nodes [5].

tation of neural-dynamics, along with image processing,
achieving several hundreds iterations at 25 FPS [6].
Here, we demonstrate how SCAMP device can be used
as a sensory front-end for the neuro-dynamic action parsing
architecture [5], providing fast detection of salient regions
and movement patterns, required to detect the onset and the
end of object-directed actions in a table-top scenario (Fig. 1).
We believe that this work is a first step towards realtime implementation of the neuro-dynamic architecture for
action understanding [5], which can not run efficiently on
conventional computing platforms. Implementation of the
neural-dynamic architecture on a massively parallel focalplane processor will facilitate its deployment in real world
applications1 .
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